What's new in ICD-10-CM?

Across

2 Pressure ulcers will be coded with one code that will include: ___, ___ & stage. (1st blank)

3 When coding myocardial infarction in ICD-10-CM coders need to know the ___ (anterior, inferior or other).

6 Time frame for Acute Myocardial Infarction has changed from eight weeks to ___.

8 Most categories in Chapter 19 Injuries & Poisonings have a 7th character to indicate ___. Character A - Initial is used while the patient is receiving active treatment for the condition.

13 Not all complications will be in the Injury & Poisoning Chapter, in ICD-10 many intraoperative & postprocedural ___ affecting specific body systems will be found within the body systems chapters. Example: Cerebrospinal leak following a spinal puncture is found in Chapter 6 - Diseases of the Nervous System, the code is G97.0

17 There is a large expansion of codes, however fewer codes needed for diabetes due to the availability of ___ codes which include: type of diabetes, body system affected & ___. (1st blank)
18 ___ no longer has a default code of UTI as in ICD-9, therefore the physician will need to be queried for clarification of the condition.

19 ICD-10 has a large expansion of codes, however fewer codes needed for diabetes due to availability of ___ codes which include: type of diabetes, body system affected & complication or ___. (2nd blank)

20 Certain codes in Chapter 15 will require the use of a 7th character to identify the ___ that is affected by the condition being coded.

22 ICD-10 provides more specificity regarding ___ as being intentional or unintentional, as well as by type.

23 If an admission is for management of anemia associated with malignancy, ___ the appropriate code for the malignancy as principal diagnosis followed by code D63.0 anemia in neoplastic disease.

---

Down

1 There are no longer late effect codes in ICD-10, these are now ___.

3 Pressure ulcers will be coded with one code that will include ___, ___ & stage. (2nd blank)

4 What is the (1) code for native CAD with angina unspecified?

5 Osteoporosis will now indicate whether with or without a ___ fracture.

7 In addition to overdosing codes in ICD-10 ___ will also be captured. (will never assigned as principal diagnosis or first listed diagnosis).

9 If patient who has fallen recently & the reason for the fall is being investigated code ___, there is also still a code for history of falling Z91.81 for patients who have fallen in the past.

10 ICD-10 guidelines state: If dominant side is not specified and the patient presents with CVA with left sided deficit, default is ___.

11 Hypertension & hypertensive heart disease no longer classify benign or malignant (since these are now non-essential modifiers); there is also no longer a ___ table.

12 Obstetrics codes will no longer specify episode of care, however majority will specify ___, which will be based on admit not d/c date.

14 Coders cannot assume a relationship between diabetes and gangrene or osteomyelitis, the physician needs to make the ___ of a cause and effect relationship.

15 Nonunion and malunion fracture codes will be coded to the fracture with a 7th character K if with malunion or P if with nonunion which also indicates the encounter to be ___.

16 ___ codes can be used in conjunction with traumatic brain injury codes, CVA or sequelae of CVA & should be coded following the diagnosis code.

21 ___ codes 995.92, 995.93 & 995.94 currently in the Injury & Poisoning Chapter will have corresponding codes R65.1- & R65.2- which will be found in the Symptoms, Signs & Abnormal Findings Chapter. Also note there are no corresponding codes for 995.90 SIRS, unspecified or 995.91 SIRS due to infection without organ failure.
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